NERSC FUTURE IS BRIGHT

• NERSC-8/Cori will at least **double** NERSC capacity in CY17 and **triple** capacity in CY18, in addition to **Early Use** time in FY17.
• Continued support from DOE, Administration, and Congress due to the Accomplishments of NERSC users and staff; e.g., requested $76 million for **FY16**, Congress provided $86 million and mandate to start power/cooling upgrade (for NERSC-9).
• **FY17** Request: $92 million; i.e., $4 million more than inflation.
• **NERSC-9** draft Request For Proposals specifies Delivery in 2020 of 20 to 30 times Edison sustained capacity (5+ to 8 times Cori sustained).
• **FY18** Budget in prep and planning level budgets reviewed thru **FY21** (i.e., NERSC-9 ops and NERSC-10 start).